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Abstract: Although the generation mechanism of the low-frequency (LF) component of heart rate
variability (HRV) is controversial, HRV is a potential candidate in designing objective measurement
methodologies for emotions. These methodologies could be valuable for several biosignal applications.
Here, we have conducted a simulation analysis using a novel mathematical model that integrates
emotion, respiration, the nervous system, and the cardiovascular system. Our model has well
reproduced experimental results, specifically concerning HRV with respiratory sinus arrhythmia
and LF, the relation between HRV total power and the respiration frequency, and the homeostatic
maintenance by the baroreflex. Our model indicates the following possibilities: (i) The delay in the
heart rate control process of the parasympathetic activity works as a low-pass filter and the HRV total
power decreases with a higher respiration frequency; (ii) the LF component of HRV and the Mayer
wave are generated as transient responses of the baroreflex feedback control to perturbations induced
by an emotional stimulus; and (iii) concentration on breathing to reduce the respiration frequency
can reduce LF/HF and the reduction can be fed back to the emotional status.
Keywords: emotion; heart rate variability; baroreflex feedback theory; computer modeling; Mayer wave

1. Introduction
Despite the increasingly recognized importance of emotions in human activity, objective
measurement methodologies of emotions are yet to be established. Psychological evaluations
measure emotions through self-report questionnaires such as the state-trait anxiety inventory (STAI),
the self-rating depression scale (SDS), and the self-assessment manikin (SAM) [1–3]. Alternatively,
physiological evaluations measure the autonomous reactions of the body such as changes in heart
rate (HR) and skin conductance [1–7]. However, a large inter-individual difference in the relationship
between the HR and the intensity of perceived emotions measured using SAM has been verified [2],
and no correlation between the HR and the intensity of a perceived emotion was found when
using either STAI or SDS [1,3]. These observations question the reliability of the use of HR to
evaluate emotion. Besides HR, the ratio of low-frequency (LF, 0.05–0.15 Hz) to high-frequency (HF,
0.15–1.0 Hz) components of HR variability (HRV) is often used as the measure of autonomous reaction
corresponding to emotions [3,8–11], as this ratio (LF/HF) has been related to the activity balance
between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems [12,13]. However, this relation has
also been questioned [14]. Some experiments [3,15] have proven that LF/HF increases with a random
number generation task or a mental task, but this change is less significant than the change in mean HR.
Besides the objective measurement methodologies of emotions, the generation mechanism of the
LF component of HRV is also controversial [16,17]. One possible and dominant mechanism is the
baroreflex feedback (loop) theory. When arterial blood pressure changes due to some perturbation,
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the central nervous system mediates this change by adjusting cardiac responses such as HR and vascular
resistance, thereby normalizing arterial pressure. This process exhibits a delay that, according to the
baroreflex feedback theory, leads to an oscillatory normalization of arterial pressure (i.e., Mayer waves)
and an oscillatory normalization of HR (i.e., LF). On the other hand, some researchers have proposed
the central oscillator theory, in which brain stem circuits oscillate at frequencies corresponding to LF,
and the oscillation is reflected in both the HR and the arterial pressure. Montano et al. [18] found that
the discharges of single neurons in the brain stem of cats oscillate at these frequencies. The oscillations
remained after sinoaortic and vagal resection, which supports the central oscillator theory.
In this study, we aimed to examine both the reliability of LF/HF usage for emotion evaluation and
the generation mechanism of the LF component of HRV. We considered a short-term alerting stimulus or
long-term mental stress (e.g., anxiety) as a perturbation triggering the LF component. Mathematical models
are useful in dealing with such problems because they allow us to predict the physiological behavior under
conditions that are not easy to reproduce experimentally [16]. To explain the effects of emotion on HRV,
we designed a novel mathematical model by expanding the model formulated by Ursino [19]. This model
and the series of expanded models [20–22] include the activity of the sympathetic and parasympathetic
nervous systems that changes the cardiac response, for example, the heart period, cardiac contractility,
unstressed volume of some blood vessels, and resistance of other blood vessels, resulting in changes
in the blood flow and pressure at each site. They also describe the process by which arterial pressure
changes the sinus nerve activity via a baroreceptor, and the expanded model [22] successfully reproduced
the LF component of HRV by inducing vasomotor noise. To avoid confusions caused by using a very
complicated model, we selected the most basic model [19]. Based on the finding that the central nucleus
of the amygdala (CeA) relates stress or anxiety to the cardiovascular system [23], we formulated the
relationships in the autonomic nervous system and added the formulations on this model. Then, a detailed
simulation analysis of emotion, respiration, the nervous system, and the cardiovascular system was
conducted based on the novel mathematical model.
2. Methods
2.1. Mathematical Model
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed novel mathematical model that integrates emotion, the nervous
system, the respiratory system, and the cardiovascular system. To expand a part of Ursino0 s model [19],
describing the enclosed area in Figure 1, we formulated relationships in the autonomic nervous system
to satisfy the following conditions based on [19,23]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A short-term alerting stimulus or long-term mental stress (e.g., anxiety) triggers excitatory
synaptic projections from the CeA to the rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM).
A short-term alerting stimulus or long-term mental stress (e.g., anxiety) triggers inhibitory
synaptic projections from the CeA to the nucleus tractus solitarii (NTS).
The RVLM activates the sympathetic nervous system via the spinal cord.
The NTS activates the parasympathetic nervous system via the dorsal vagal motor nucleus (DVN)
and nucleus ambiguus.
The NTS activates the caudal ventrolateral medulla (CVLM).
The CVLM inhibits the RVLM.
The sinus nerve activates the NTS.
Increased spike frequency in the sinus nerve results in exponential decrease in the spike frequency
in the sympathetic fibers.
Increased spike frequency in the sinus nerve results in exponential increase in the spike frequency
in the parasympathetic fibers with upper saturation.

To formulate the problem, we denote the intensity of emotion triggering the synaptic projection
of the CeA as S, and the intensities of the influence of the synaptic projection on the RVLM and on
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Figure 1. Schematic of proposed mathematical model. The area surrounded by the double line is
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S = −10 exp(−2t)

(1)
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where t is the elapsed time since the stimulus onset (the unit of which is seconds).
Respiratory system: We adopted a part of Ursino0 s model [22] to express the intrathoracic pressure
Pthor (mmHg) and the lung volume VL (m3 ) during the respiratory cycle:

Pthor




−5τresp /εi − 4




=
−9 + 5(τresp − εi )/εe




−4

0 ≤ τresp < εi
εi ≤ τresp < εi + εe

(2)

εi + εe ≤ τresp < 1

VL = (1.9 − 0.1Pthor ) × 10−3

(3)

where εi and εe denote the inspiration and the expiration duration, respectively, and τresp denotes the
time passed since the start of the inspiration. These values are normalized with the respiratory period.
When we exclude the effect of pulmonary stretch receptors (PSRs) from the examination, VL is fixed to
2.6 × 10−3 m3 .
Synaptic projection from CeA caused by emotion: Assuming that an increase in S results in
an exponential increase in gCeAR with upper and lower saturations, we express this relation as
a sigmoid curve
!# "
!#
S − SR0
S − SR0
/ 1 + exp
,
= gCeAR0 + gCeAR∞ exp
kCeAR
kCeAR
"

gCeAR

(4)

where gCeAR0 and gCeAR∞ are the lower and upper saturations of gCeAR , respectively, SR0 is the value
of S at the center of the sigmoid function; and kCeAR is a constant given in units of S and is related to
the slope of the static function at the central point (Table 1). We applied similar assumptions to gCeAN :
"

gCeAN

!# "
!#
S − SN0
S − SN0
= gCeAN0 + gCeAN∞ exp
/ 1 + exp
kCeAN
kCeAN

(5)

where gCeAN0 and gCeAN∞ are the lower and upper saturations of gCeAN , respectively, SN0 is the value
of S at the center of the sigmoid function, and kCeAN is a constant given in units of S and is analogous
to that in Equation (4) (Table 1).
Firing frequencies of parasympathetic nerve and NTS: Following Ursino [22], who assumed that
the effect of PSRs on HR is exclusively mediated by the parasympathetic nerve, we assumed that
the PSRs directly affect the parasympathetic nerve. Then, assuming the exponential increase in fep
resulting from an increase in fcs is produced during the activity between the NTS and parasympathetic
nerve, we express their relation as


f
−f
fep = fep0 + fep∞ exp NTSkepNTS0 −

VL −VL0
kresp

 

f
−f
/ 1 + exp NTSkepNTS0 −

VL −VL0
kresp


(6)

where fep0 and fep∞ are the lower and upper saturations of fep , respectively, fNTS0 is the spike frequency
in the NTS at the center of the sigmoid function, kep is a constant given in units of a firing frequency
and related to the slope of the static function at the central point, VL0 is the lung volume at the center
of the sigmoid function, and kresp is a constant given in units of volume and related to the slope of the
static function at the central point (Table 1). Based on conditions 2 and 7, we express fNTS as


fNTS = fcs − kCN gCeAN − gCeAN

(7)

where kCN and gCeAN are constants defined in Table 1. When we remove the baroreflex for examination,
fcs is fixed to 29.5 Hz.
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Table 1. Describing nerve interactions in the proposed model.
Equation
Equation (4)
Equation (5)
Equation (6)
Equation (7)
Equation (8)
Equation (9)
Equation (10)
Equation (11)
Equation (12)
Equation (13)

Parameters
gCeAR0 = 1.0
gCeAN0 = 1.0
fep∞ = 9.0 Hz
VL0 = 2.3 × 10−3 m3
kCN = 10.0 Hz
ARVLM = 2.10 Hz
kCR = 10.0 Hz
kNC = 1.0
kRes = 1.0
τT,s = 2.0 s
τT,p = 2.0 s
T0 = −1.1 s

gCeAR∞ = 3.0
SR0 = 0.0
gCeAN∞ = 3.0
SN0 = 0.0
fep0 = 5.5 Hz
kep = 7.06 Hz
kresp = 8.0×10−5 m3
gCeAN = 0.5( gCeAN0 + gCeAN∞ )
BRVLM = 14.01 Hz
gCeAR = 0.5( gCeAR0 + gCeAR∞ )

kCeAR = 0.1
kCeAN = 0.1
fNTS0 = 25 Hz

kRVLM = 0.0675 s

GT,s = 0.13 s/Hz
GT,p = 0.4 s/Hz

Firing frequencies of RVLM, CVLM, and sympathetic nerve: Assuming the exponential increase
in fes resulting from an increase in fcs is produced during the activity between the CVLM and RVLM,
we express their relation by an exponential function and add the excitatory synaptic projections from
the CeA to the RVLM as


fRVLM = ARVLM + BRVLM exp(−kRVLM fCVLM ) + kCR gCeAR − gCeAR ,

(8)

where ARVLM , BRVLM , kRVLM , kCR , and gCeAR are constants defined in Table 1. Based on conditions 5
and 3, we respectively express fCVLM and fes as
fCVLM = kNC fNTS

(9)

fes = kRes fRVLM

(10)

where kNC and kRes are constants defined in Table 1.
Nerve control of heart period: We modified the part of Ursino0 s model [19] that describes the
control of the heart period T:
h
ii
d∆Ts
1 h
=
−∆Ts + GT,s ln fes + 1
dt
τT,s
d∆Tp
dt

=

i
1 h
−∆Tp + GT,p fep

τT,p

T = ∆Ts + ∆Tp + T0

(11)

(12)
(13)

where ∆Ts and ∆Tp denote the heart period changes controlled by the sympathetic and parasympathetic
nerves, respectively, τT,s and τT,p denote the time constants (Table 1); GT,s and GT,p denote the constant
gain factors (Table 1), fes and fep are the value of fes 2 s before and the value of fep 0.2 s before,
respectively, and T0 is the offset (Table 1). Thus, the time from the start of a contraction of the heart
to the start of the next contraction (RRI, the R-R interval) is the accumulated change in T during the
heart period. For the model where the parasympathetic nerve controls the heart period without delay
(defined as the “rapid model”), Equation (12) is not used and ∆Tp is set to the same value with GT,p fep .
2.2. Analysis
We conducted analyses with the various conditions shown in Table 2 with a time step of 5 ms.
The periodogram power spectral density (PSD) of HRV was obtained from the time variation of the RRI
by the following procedure [14]. First, by linear interpolation using the ‘interpl’ function, the 1000 s time
variation of RRI was resampled at 2 Hz of time series data. After that, the average value was set to 0 by
subtracting the average value of all sections from the values at each time. Then, we estimated the PSD
of the time series data by using Welch’s overlapped segment averaging estimator. Here, we used the
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MATLAB function ‘pwelch’. We divided the signal into segments of 128 samples with a 50% overlap.
We used a Hamming window and set the number of discrete Fourier transform points to 128. The HRV
total power
was obtained by integrating the PSD over all frequencies. When we analyzed the oscillations
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frequency in our simulation showed good accordance with the experiments [14] (Figure 2C). In addition,
the removal of the baroreflex increased the amplitude of the HRV fluctuation (Figure 4), possibly
because the baroreflex suppressed the RRI change for homeostatic maintenance. The peak of the HRV
spectral component in the range of LF (0.05–0.15 Hz) observed in Figure 4B, which moved to a lower
frequency when the baroreflex was removed, is considered to be LF. Therefore, we can say that our
model reproduces experimental and clinical results [1–14] quite well, though the parameters describing
nerve interactions in the proposed model (Table 1) were not directly measured. Further experimental
studies using human subjects are needed to investigate the validity of the parameters.
The simulation analyses using this model allowed us to unveil the possible cause of the decrease
in HRV total power with a higher respiration frequency. The delay, which is modeled by Equation (13)
and is revealed as the gradual RRI reaction at the stimulation onset in Figure 5A, works as a low-pass
filter in the process where the parasympathetic activity reflects to the heart period change, and weakens
the high frequency component, reflecting the blood pressure fluctuations. The filter also works on the
fluctuations, reflecting the respiration (red lines in Figure 3D), and makes the fluctuation amplitude
of the heart period change smaller when the respiration frequency is higher (Figure 3C). The RRI
fluctuation shows good accordance with the fluctuation of the heart period change controlled by the
parasympathetic nerve (Figure 3A,C), while the fluctuation of the heart period change controlled
by the sympathetic nerve is considerably small (Figure 3B). This indicates that the RRI fluctuation
is mainly controlled by the parasympathetic nerve. In short, the delay in the process where the
parasympathetic activity controls the heart period change removes the high frequency component
and decreases the HRV total power with a higher respiration frequency. By removing the delay in the
process where the parasympathetic activity controls the heart period, the decrease in HRV total power
disappears (Figure 2B,C). Thus, we can say that the delay in the process where the parasympathetic
activity controls the heart period may be the cause of the decrease in HRV total power with a higher
respiration frequency.
The baroreflex feedback control contains the delay in the sinus nerve response to the arterial
pressure, adding to the delay in the heart period response to the efferent nerve activities. We assume
that these delays generate the oscillations of RRI (Figure 5A) and the arterial pressure (Figure 5B) as
transient responses to the simple emotional stimulation. As their frequencies are 0.1 Hz (Figure 5C)
and decrease when the baroreflex is removed, the oscillations of RRI and the arterial pressure may
be considered the LF and the Mayer wave, respectively. Thus, we successfully reproduced the LF
component of HRV (Figure 4B) by inducing continuous emotional stimulation as a constant emotional
perturbation. Although this assumption follows the baroreflex feedback theory, rhythmic vasomotor
activity or centrogenic rhythm in the brain stem, which are considered to be responsible for LF
generation [16,17], are not included in our simulation. Instead, we proposed a baroreflex feedback
theory where the emotional perturbation generates the LF component by inducing the RRI perturbation.
The oscillation of neural activity in the brain stem observed by Montano et al. [18] may be generated
by continuous emotional perturbation because the emotion worked on the brain stem without sinus or
vagal nerves (Figure 1). Besides the oscillations at the frequency corresponding to LF, oscillations at
other frequencies observed in the brain stem [16,18] can also be generated by emotion. Regardless of
their frequencies, these oscillations can generate LF according to the baroreflex feedback theory.
Assuming that a state of emotional perturbation in this study represents a state of anxiety,
where one has continuous emotional turmoil, the results predicted by our model, where emotional
perturbation increases the LF/HF ratio by generating LF (Figure 4), reproduced well-known facts such
as negative emotion increasing the LF/HF ratio [3,8,10,11,15]. On the contrary, a short-term alerting
stimulus did not generate the continuous oscillations of RRI, that is, LF (Figure 5). These results
suggest that a state of emotional perturbation, where CeA activity is oscillated, is one of the emotional
conditions generating LF, and the increase of the CeA activity is one of the emotional conditions
increasing HR. Furthermore, we assumed that it may be because the subject’s concentration on
breathing achieved “a state of concentration” that the LF was removed when the subject controlled
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breathing in the experiments performed by Yildiz and Ider [14]. This means that one can reduce LF
power by concentrating on breathing to remove emotional perturbation. Moreover, as indicated in
the experiments [14], one can increase HF power by reducing the respiration frequency intentionally.
In short, one can reduce the LF/HF ratio by concentrating on breathing and reducing the respiration
frequency. Note that when the respiration frequency is reduced significantly and reaches under
0.15 Hz, RSA moved out from the range of HF (0.15–1.0 Hz) and HF was eliminated. Whether a task
generates emotional perturbations or calms them is dependent on the task and the subject, where it
can generate concentration or upset. Moreover, the respiration frequency with the task can increase or
decrease, and even be controlled intentionally. This might be the cause of the instability of the LF/HF
for task evaluation [3,15].
The cardiac behaviors can be fed back to the emotional status [24]. Thus, the LF/HF decreased by
concentrating on breathing and reducing the respiration frequency may be fed back to the emotional
status [24] and may be perceived as the status free from tasks. Similarly, temporal excess of RRI during
the recovery from the increase induced by an emotional stimulus (circled in Figure 5A) can be fed back
and perceived as an emotion different from the emotion given as the stimulation.
As stress levels increase in society, controlling emotional status has become increasingly more
important. The establishment of objective measurement methodologies of emotions may be valuable
to help people control their emotions. The simulation analysis in our study can be used to unveil how
an increase in the respiration frequency decreases RSA and how an emotional perturbation generates
LF. Although this study has some limitations regarding model validation against experimental data on
physiological measurement and psychological evaluations of human subjects, our novel mathematical
model and the insights about the relation between CeA activity and HR/HRV presented in this paper
can help establish a method to measure emotions, which may later be applied to emotion management
and monitoring.
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Nomenclature
S (-)
gCeAR (-)
gCeAN (-)
fcs (Hz)
fes (Hz)
fep (Hz)
fRVLM (Hz)
fCVLM (Hz)
fNTS (Hz)
Pthor (mmHg)
VL (m3 )
εi (-)
εe (-)
τresp (-)
gCeAR0 (-)
gCeAR∞ (-)

Intensity of emotion triggering the synaptic projection of the CeA
Intensity of the influence of the synaptic projection on the RVLM
Intensity of the influence of the synaptic projection on the NTS
Firing frequency of the sinus nerve
Firing frequency of the sympathetic nerve
Firing frequency of the parasympathetic nerve
Firing frequency of the RVLM
Firing frequency of the CVLM
Firing frequency of the NTS
Intrathoracic pressure
Lung volume
Inspiration duration (normalized with the respiratory period)
Expiration duration (normalized with the respiratory period)
Time passed since the inspiration starts (normalized with the respiratory period)
Lower saturation of gCeAR
Upper saturation of gCeAR
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SR0 (-)
kCeAR (-)
gCeAN0 (-)
gCeAN∞ (-)
SN0 (-)
kCeAN (-)
fep0 (Hz)
fep∞ (Hz)
fNTS0 (Hz)
kep (Hz)
VL0 (m3 )
kresp (m3 )
kCN (Hz)
gCeAN (-)
ARVLM (Hz)
BRVLM (Hz)
kRVLM (s)
kCR (Hz)
gCeAR (-)
kNC (-)
kRes (-)
T (s)
∆Ts (s)
∆Tp (s)
τT,s (s)
τT,p (s)
GT,s (s/Hz)
GT,p (s/Hz)
fes (Hz)
fep (Hz)
T0 (s)
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Value of S at the center of the sigmoid function representing gCeAR
Constant related to the shape of the sigmoid function representing gCeAR
Lower saturation of gCeAN
Upper saturation of gCeAN
Value of S at the center of the sigmoid function representing gCeAN
Constant related to the shape of the sigmoid function representing gCeAN
Lower saturation of fep
Upper saturation of fep
Value of fNTS at the center of the sigmoid function representing fep
Constant related to the shape of the sigmoid function representing fep
Value of VL at the center of the sigmoid function representing fep
Constant related to the shape of the sigmoid function representing fep
Strength of the gCeAN effect on fNTS
Constant representing the relationship between gCeAN and fNTS
fRVLM in the condition with extremely large fCVLM
Strength of the fCVLM effect on fRVLM
Constant related to the shape of the exponential function representing fRVLM
Strength of the gCeAR effect on fRVLM
Constant representing the relationship between gCeAR and fRVLM
Strength of the fNTS effect on fCVLM
Strength of the fRVLM effect on fes
Heart period
Heart period change controlled by the sympathetic nerve
Heart period change controlled by the parasympathetic nerve
Time constant of ∆Ts
Time constant of ∆Tp
Constant gain factors of ∆Ts
Constant gain factors of ∆Tp
fes 2 s before
fep 0.2 s before
Offset of the heart period
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